SAFETY FIRST

FOLLOW RECOMMENDED PRECAUTIONS AND SAFE OPERATING PRACTICES
The Powder Press assumes no responsibility for injury, damage, accidents, or misuse, and shall in no event be liable for death or injuries to persons or property, arising from the use of our product.

Bolt Mounting the Powder Press to Your Workbench

Though optional it is HIGHLY recommended you bolt mount your Powder Press

1. Select a place on your level stationary workbench to mount your Powder Press.

2. Purchase hardware to mount your Powder Press to your workbench. Bolt length will be the thickness of your workbench plus 2-1/2” of length for the Powder Press BODY (#1).

3. Use the two mounting holes in the BODY of the Powder Press as a template as shown above. Mark and drill holes in your workbench.

4. Place the BODY over the holes in the workbench and insert the bolts through the holes. Thread on nuts and tighten.

IMPORTANT SAFETY TIPS

The Powder Press exerts 1/2 ton of pressure!

1. Keep hands and fingers away from Base Plate, Ram and Stomper during use

2. DO NOT lift the Powder Press by the round acrylic Base Plate (#6). It could pop off and result in serious injury

3. Release and remove powder pans before service, maintenance, or long periods of not using it.

4. For extra stability and safety it is recommended it be bolted down to your work surface see left column for instructions

5. Make sure the work surface is flat and level

6. Keep area under the unit clear

7. STOP and release compression if you suspect imminent structural failure. If safe, inspect thoroughly and reposition before proceeding

8. This machine is intended for pressing cosmetic powders. Do not compress springs or other elastic objects. They could disengage hazardously

9. When not in use the Ram should be in the down position to prevent accidents

10. Do not wear loose clothing or jewelry; they can be caught in the moving parts

11. KEEP CHILDREN AWAY. Do not let children handle the Powder Press. It is intended for adult use only (18+)

12. STAY ALERT. Watch what you are doing, use common sense. Do not operate when tired

13. Do not operate machine if under the influence of alcohol or drugs. I know a martini would sure be nice, but best to refrain
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